Logistics Guideline

History of revisions

23.03.2018
4.4 Measures taken during disruptions
Display of special freights by the supplier

5. Spare parts
Chapter has been deleted (regulated in the General Terms and Conditions)

5.3 Supply methods ➔ Scheduled agreement procedure ➔ Duties of the Supplier
Objection period for delivery agreements (call offs)

6.1 Ongoing obligations to provide information
Provision of information on request

6.3 Response time in special cases

6.4 Data exchange
Internet marketplace SupplyOn, used data formats and services

6.5.2 Messages to Schaeffler
Transport notification has been additionally added

6.5.3 Transaction data for consignment processing
Data to be exchanged has to be determined on a case-by-case basis

6.5.4 Data exchange in the VMI process
Receipt for goods received not applicable

8. Terms of delivery (Incoterms)
The standard incoterms are FCA or DAP (in both cases designated place).
9.2 Detailed information
Inclusion of the packaging handbook as a document to be considered

10.2 Basic requirements for labeling
• Affixing of labels, sticking over or labelling of customer labels
• Marking of mixed pallets
• Labelling of different supplier batches in one package

10.4 Detailed information
Replacement of logistics manual by packaging handbook

11.1 General provisions
Handover of the documents / Attachment to the package

11.2 Required shipping documents
Inclusion of the EDI consignment note

11.2.2 RDT goods receipt note and delivery note
• Separate delivery notes for single-variety packages
• Collective delivery note for mixed pallets

11.3 Detailed information
• Required LuK documents
• Shipping and transport regulations for Hungary have been eliminated

13 Appendices
Elimination of all previous appendices. Replacement by corresponding links
11.1 Labels to be used

Application of "Schaeffler GTL Implementation Guidelines"